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A. Run a 14 gage wire from one terminal of the engine preheat switch to the   
 terminal board on the Aqua-Hot, see Figures 2 and 18.

B. Crimp an electrical connector (fork or ring type) onto the wire and connect to the  
 appropriate terminal, see Figure 18.

C. Connect the other terminal of the switch to a good chassis ground or to the   
 ground post on the Aqua-Hot, see Figure 18.

4.20  Diesel-Burner’s Fuel Supply System Overview

The diesel burner is the Aqua-Hot’s primary heat source so care should be taken 
when installing the fuel-system.

A. The fuel supply can be drawn directly from the main fuel tank (only if diesel) or  
 from a separate fuel tank.  The tank should be equipped with a pick-up stand  
 pipe and return port dedicated for the diesel burner, see Figure 21.

 NOTES:

  1. If an auxiliary fuel tank is required, be sure to reference the ANSI  
   A119.2 NFPA 501C Standards Manual regarding Fuel Systems and  
   Equipment.

  2. Be sure to reference the ANSI A119.2 NFPA 501C Standards   
   Manual for information regarding the Fuel Distribution’s System  
   (i.e., the Fuel Lines that will be used to supply and return Diesel  
   Fuel to and from the Aqua-Hot’s Diesel-Burner)

B. Excessive fuel head pressure should be avoided (head should not exceed 2’).

C. Use 1/4” I.D. fuel lines.

D. The combined length of the fuel line (supply and return) should not exceed 66  
 feet.

4.21  Installing the Diesel-Burner’s Fuel Lines

A. Run both fuel lines (1/4” ID) from the fuel tank ports to the Aqua-Hot.

B. Both fuel lines should be laid as flat as possible and any extreme rises in height  
 should be avoided (to eliminate any potential air traps).

C. Run both fuel lines in areas where they cannot be pinched off, kinked, or   
 damaged under normal operating conditions.

 CAUTION: A kinked return fuel line will create a hazardous fuel pressure and  
 may cause the line to rupture.

 WARNING: Never check for fuel leaks with an open flame.

D. Label both fuel lines indicating whether a supply or return line.

E. Be sure to fasten down all fuel lines where necessary and apply protective   
 shielding in areas where chafing may occur.
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